
FALL MEDIA EXPO SEMINAR SCHEDULE 

AT 9:30 

Anne Mclester Room 

Streaming How-to’s and How “not”-to’s - Roland 

This power packed seminar will provide attendees with necessary hardware, software, 
and streaming services available to get your content online. Using a combination of 
examples and PowerPoint this seminar will educate attendees on how to record and 
stream events and provide a checklist of necessary equipment, software, and streaming 
services available to get you started in live streaming. 

 

Aleck Scott Room 

Dante and IP communications – Cadon Technologies and Clear-Com 

These companies will present an overview of what a Dante network is…and what it isn’t. This will 

include discussions of the benefits of Interoperability between manufacturers enabling you to mix 

devices from multiple sources and the how-to’s on making sure they will all talk to each other.  

This includes the ramifications of using Clear-Com intercom products in this increasingly popular 

communications protocol. IVC Core IP communications to be discussed, as well as documented 

reports of how these systems help rebuild stations in the Houston market after Hurricane Harvey.   

===================================================================================== 

 

10:30 

Anne Mclester Room 

 600MHz Wireless Sunset issues - Shure 

If you haven’t heard, the wireless landscape is changing…again. UHF spectrum is like beachfront 

property, and we’re about to have less of it available, along with increasing numbers of people 

wanting to “live” there. It can be confusing and frightening, but never fear! Shure has been aware 

of and involved in every step of the auction, and we’re here to help guide you through this new 

wireless frontier. 

Aleck Scott Room 

VoIP Conference Solutions - BiAmp 

Understanding the basics of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) implementation: What is needed, 

how it works, and what to plan for on the network.  In this presentation we will help you to 

better understand how the VoIP Conference Solution works with your network and improves the 

quality of your Distance Conferencing scenarios. 

 

 



 

=================================================================================== 

1:30 

Aleck Scott Room 

Precision Time Protocol Measurement Practices - Tektronix 

The television industry is moving towards an all-IP infrastructure, even for studio video and 
audio. Historically, coaxial cables carried analog and digital signals throughout a facility using 
point-to-point connections and matrix switching. But the cost-savings from using IP interfaces 
and switching are driving manufacturers and their customers towards new, data-centric 
architectures. In the near-term, both IP and legacy SDI islands will need to co-exist in hybrid 
facilities. 
This presentation will focus on Precision Time Protocol (ST 2059-2:2015)  the standard that 
ensures that devices in the network will be in time with each other and with a master reference 
clock and provide timestamps to help ensure that the audio and video streams are 
synchronized. 
Presented by John Bradford, a Senior Video Systems Application Engineer for Tektronix, 

supporting Analog/Digital Video, MPEG, and RF. John has over 40 years of video experience. 

Prior to working at Tektronix, John’s experience includes 8 years as a Broadcast Engineer, a Field 

Engineer with Ampex, Over 16 years at Crawford Post Production the last 6 as the Chief 

Engineer and as an in- house System Integrator at Turner NetOps. John has been designing and 

building video systems for over 20 years 

 

 


